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SUMMARY

OPINION

Respect for autonomy is regularly cited as the ethical
reason why patients rather than doctors should decide
about their own medical care. But do patients want to
make these decisions? Building on earlier US studies
which cast some doubt on this, Chung and colleagues
investigated the views of over 8,000 inpatients in a large
Chicago hospital, correlating their replies with their age,
gender, health, educational and religious status. Around
70% of the patients were African-American, slightly more
than half were female and without university education
and most were ‘fairly religious’.When asked whether they
preferred first ‘that my doctor offers me choices and asks
my opinion’ and second, ‘to leave decisions about my
medical care up to my doctor’, 97% of the patients said
that they wished to be offered choices and asked their
opinion, and 67% said that they preferred to leave medical
decisions to their doctor. The ‘male, less educated, more
religious and healthier’ patients were, albeit marginally,
‘more likely to want to leave decisions to their doctors’.

Emanating from the USA, where respect for autonomy
is often said to ‘trump’ the other medical ethical
principles of beneficence, non-maleficence and justice,
the preference of so many patients to leave medical
decisions to their doctor may seem surprising. As the
authors admit however, results from ‘an urban hospital
with a predominantly African-American patient
population… cannot be readily generalised to other
patient populations’.

Discussing these findings, the authors speculate: that
‘treatment with respect and dignity’ may be more
important for patient satisfaction than shared decisionmaking… adrift amidst a sea of treatment options’; that
religious people may ‘be more comfortable with the idea
of submitting… to authority’; that ‘women are more likely
to prefer a collaborative style of communicating with their
doctors’; and that, ‘Possibly, educated patients have greater
understanding of their medical conditions and treatment
options’. That ‘healthier’ inpatients preferred doctors to
decide contradicted an earlier outpatient study1 suggesting
the opposite, but such contextual differences made the
only safe conclusion that ‘what is true for some populations
is not necessarily true for others’.

Ethically more challenging is the paper’s apparent
assumption that exercising autonomy requires competent
patients to actively participate in each and every decision
to be made about their medical care and treatment. The
difficulties, both practical and philosophical, inherent in
this assumption have been ably exposed by O’Neill2 and
Tauber,3 but at its simplest: why shouldn’t the exercise of
autonomy or self-determination by a competent adult
involve determining when to trust the judgement of
someone with much greater knowledge and longer
experience of relevant medical treatment options –
someone moreover who (as the patients in the study
were primed to be aware), may have already earned their
trust by offering them choices and asking their opinion?
The danger of framing such questions in terms of an
ethical conflict between ‘patient autonomy’ and ‘medical
paternalism’ can be seen perhaps in the authors’
speculation that religious people may ‘be more comfortable
with the idea of submitting… to authority’.This of course
is quite possible, but a no less possible interpretation is
that they may, in general, be more trusting and less
suspicious people.
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